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Activity
1. Text someone you know well
2. Ask “What gives you a feeling of 

awe and wonder? “
3. Put phone on vibrate 



“An emotional response to perceptually vast stimuli 
that transcend current frames of reference.” (Piff 2015)

“A direct and initial experience or feeling 

when faced with some thing amazing, 

incomprehensible or sublime.” (Gallagher et al 2015) 



noun

a feeling of surprise mingled with admiration, caused by something beautiful, 

unexpected, unfamiliar, or inexplicable.

verb

desire or be curious to know something.

or 

A reflective experience motivated when one is unable to put things into a familiar 

conceptual framework – leading to open questions rather than conclusions 

(Gallaher et al, 2015)













Research
Even small doses of awe 
yield a boost in life 
satisfaction (Rudd et al 2012) 

Awe inspires us to be good 
to others. (Piff et al 2015)

Awe expands our sense of 
time, changes decision 
making, improves well-
being. (Rudd et al 2012) 

Humility is associated with better 
social relationships, increased 
altruism, greater well-being and 

resilience. (Stellar et al 2017)

Humility facilitates social integration.
(Stellar et al 2017)
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Projects

The Crossings





https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=295QHCasHZ8
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Open systems (partnerships)

Accessible
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The play really affected me.  I was 
moved to tears by the final scene, 
being reminded that elderly 
residents are incredibly unique and 
gifted, and have made tremendous 
contributions to society in their 
lifetime. It encouraged me to look 
deeper at the elders I meet. 

-Audience member

Being in Penelope made 
me feel more alive. I was 
glad at the time I got up 
and started coming to 
practice. I had stayed in 
bed too much and I got 
up and got involved. 

-Resident

I think it’s a really good thing that we all learned to let go of the 
control. ‘Cause in the beginning, we were like, ‘where’s the 
schedule?’ ’Who’s going to do it?’ And then the last three weeks 
were like ‘Just tell me when to show up!’ (laughter) And what 
was really remarkable was to stand back and watch, that as we 
let go of control, the residents and participants participated 
better.

-Staff member
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